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IN THE METRIC MANIFOLD WITH. TORSION 
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~ 1. Introduction 

We consider an n-dimensional manifold on which there is given a positive 
metric 

dS2=gjkdxjd~， 

and take the quantìties Ejk' so that 

D 
-

-’ 
4 

/ t 
l 
、

åg;k 
퓨- gs"E}/- gjs탤/=0. 

Then for the coordinate transformation 

X/l=x/t-(X1, ------, xn) 

of which the Jacobian is different from zero. we can calculate 
、

(1. 2) 
8xa F1 - a2xa ‘ åxb 

삶ßjk-→': - '1 .. ';- ,: 
åxC r잉 
"'.'k ßbc’ 

and consequently. Ejk are the components of metric connection, where we assume 

that Ejk needs not to be symmetric, i. e. , 작k~확j· 

If we put 

(1. 3) Sjki=웅 (획k-Eij) , 

then we know evidently that Sj/ are the components of tensor being anti-symme
tric in j and k , and we call it a torsion tensor and the metric manifold with 

such a connection Ejll the metric manifold with torsion. 

From (1.1), we can calculate 

(1. 4) =(J ’ +S· ’-Si- -S’ UkJ 

where 
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(1. 5) siik = giSgkySsjt, 

and from (1.4) , we have 

(1. 6) 「삼=움(향+E~j)= 빠 -S; jk _Si kj' 

since Sjk' is anti.symmetric in j and k. From (1. 4) , putting 

(1. 7) 작k={싫 +Ljk ’， 

Ljk ’=Sjk ’-T’jk ’ T' jk=S' jk +S’kj. 

then (1 .6) is reduced to 

(1. 8) 

·z 

깨
 

-IR 
,‘ 
,J 

r 
-T' jk' 

and we find 

(1. 9) E;;kl, = R;kl + Ljkt, l-Lil t k + LjkSLsl’ -Lj/sLsk’ , 

where the comma denotes covariant diffcrentiation with respect to 

(1. 10) 
,. • ,. 

E;kl = 컷TE;k-컷호 Ej/+작랩~/-Ej/E~k' 

and R싸1 is the Riemannian curvature tensor. ‘*) 

~ 2. The coordinate transformations 

From (1. 4) , contracting for i and j , we have 

쩍k={~샤 + Saka-Saka' 

since Saak=O from C.5). Because of which 

a ‘ ” 서 . 서 ” }= ε ~V b log.v gaa= .낯glog1/gaa· 
akj a=I axk Ux a=1 

then we obtain 

'X~ a=l 

(‘) Here, we have refered from (1) for the preparation. 

, L 
K 

; ·. 
‘ J 
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and consequently, ~k arc the components of the covariant vector. On the 

other hand, from (1. 2) , it can be reduced to 

E ’ -jk一
òx ’ 
òxQ 

Ò2~ 

òx'j òx'k 

·hX 

끽
γ
 

”0 

;
￠
 

+ òxC 

ÒX'k Ebc ), 

and contracting for i and j , we obtain 

'm Ò , __ òx' r 
= _ v'b log V;): H ÒX'k 1V51 òX : 

axc Ef 

and finally, since E~c are the components of a vector, we havc 

ò , I òx' 
V'b Jog V;)h~ 1=0, OX'k lV5 ÒX 

and it implies the ]acobian be constant. Hence, we have the foJJowing theorem: 

THEOREM 1 n tke ηzetric manifold witk torsioη ， tke ] acobiaη is COJ1 stant for tke 

general coordiηate transformatio1Z. 

~ 3. The projective transformations 

In this section, we investigate the relations between the metric manifold with 

torsion and the Riemannian manifold with the same metric for the projective 

transf orma ti ons. 

In the metric manifold with torsion, wc consider the paths dcfined dy 

(3. 1) 
서2~’ 셔γ1 

속쉰-+EJk퓨 d?k o. 

Interchanging j and k in (3. 1), summing them and dividing it by 2, we obtain 

(3. 2) 본짧-+Tjk찮1 nU 않
 

’ 

and conversely. In fact, from this, 1. e. , 

2 d2션 + (E;k + E화) dF1 dFk o, 

wc have (3. 1). Hence wc can aware that thc paths (3. 1) are equivalent to 

(3.2) , moreJVer rjk is also a connection, and thus we can take (3.2) as the 

-equation of paths instead of (3.1). 
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Now, we have known already that the necessary and sufficient condition 

that, on the metric manif이ds V n and Vn with torsion of which their metric 

tensors are gjk and gjk respectively, they are projectively transformable one 

another is that (3.3) 

T;k = I값 +δ;￠k +δ때r 

For the projective transformation the Weyl tensor w(r)jkl is invariant [2] , 

wherc 

’ . . 

(3. 4) w(r시kl=강1+ 11조Tδ'j(rkl-r1k) + 강뇨 [야(싸따감) 

(3. 5) 

(3. 6) 

-δ~(nrjk+rkj) ]， 

rl -jkl-
a 
ai 

r jk = T}kl. 

p jk-
,.. . . 

삶T}I+다kr~l-rjl많 

Substituting (1. 6) into (3.5) , and putting 

(3. 7) T’ jk=S’ jk+ S' kj’ 

then wc can have 

(3. 8) r;fkI = R;kl-T;kI’ 

where 

(3. 9) T;kl=Ttjk,I-Tlll,k-TSjkT’sl+ T
S 
jlT’sk. 

Contracting for i and 1, we obtain rjk=Rjk-Tjk ’ where Tjk=T'jki, Thus, since 
the Weyl tensor W (l’ )jkl is invariant for the projective transformations, it is. 
reduciblc to 

(3. 10) W(r)jkl=Wjkl-W(T)싸， 

where W싸I is the Weyl tensor on the Riemannian manifold, 

(3.11) Wjkl = Rjkl + l 
n-1 

since Rjk is symmetric [3] , and 

(δ&RjI-이Rjk) , 

1. e. , 
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•• •• 
(3.12) W(T)늄I=Tjkl+ n土r씩(Tkl-T1k) +강는1['야(nTjl+Tμ) 

-δi(nTjk+Tkj)]. 

As the result of (3.10) , when the Riemannian manifolds with the same metric 

as on the metric manifolds are projectively transformable, W (T)샤l is inva뻐nt， 

provided that the metric manifolds are also projectively transformable. 

Now, analogically on the Riemannian manifold [3] , it can be safely said the 

metric manifold with torsion be projectively flat, when 

w(r강1=0， and hence we have the following theorem: 

THEOREM The necessary and sufficient condition that the metric manifold with 

torsio1t be pγojectively flat is that 

Wjkl=W(T)삼1. 

In the Riemannian manifold, the equation of paths, 
expressed by 

d 2x' . r i 
잃2 -;- ljk 

dx' d~ ‘ 

ds d ‘ -v 

1. e. , the geodesics are 

and in the metric manifold with torsion, it is (3.2). The equation of the projec

tive transformation on the Riemann manifold is represented by 

싸-싫 + δ;￠k+δ때J" 

From (1. 6) , this equation is rcduced to 

rjk+ S' jk+ Si kj=Tjk +Si jk+ Si kj+씩øk +δ때J" 

Contracting for i and j , making use of Saak=O and adjusting for ø, k and substi

tuting it into above form, then we obtain thc form 

• • • • 

(3.13) T싫+Stjk+Stkj-;소 1 (δ3TZk+δ;7~j)-' n土 1 (δ;saka+δkS앙a) 

=J’늄 +S’ jk+ S' kj- n+1 

In fact, this is equivalent to 

(δ;rzk+δkT~j)-
1 

η+1 
(δ;saka + δ$Sala) . 

、

• 

jk 
1 

η+1 쉰{4%} + δ2 {Zj =냈-깊r(폐Zk +δ${fjf !A 
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'but, we take thc above form. Then if we put 

(3.14) Ht =rt - -」- (δ r~.+δ"F~j) k-' jk- n+1 \Vj' ak'Vk 

A싫 =s’ jk+ S' kj-
1 

n+1 
(δfsaka + δ&SQja) , 

(3, 13) is reduccd to 

njk + Ajk = lljk + Ajk' 

Here, IIμ， so called T. Y. Thomas projective conncction [4] , is invariant for 

the projectivc transformations of the paths on the metric manifold with torsion: 
we ha ve the theorem: 

THEOREM On the 1ηmeαtr서itC ?%m?%1aα’η짜z 

for the projective transformatz"on on the Riemannian manzfold with the same metric, 

then the metric manzfolds are projectz"vely transformable, and conνersely. ‘ 

Next, we assume that the metric manifold with torsion are projectively trans

formable , i. e. , 

(3. 15) E;k=H;k 

The equation of coordinate transformation is 

where .1 =1화L. 

lI/l -jk-
iJx" 
åxa 

ð2xa 

ðx'j åX'k 
‘+, ð~~ ð~~ ll~ 짚/T 값후 bc 

n+1 δ5쁘gA-δk쁘웰 ” 
- ax' ax ‘ 

From theorem in S 2, we can aware that n 늄 is a connection in 

the metric manifold with torsion too, 1. e. , 

(3.16) åxa 
TT'j .. -

" 11 jk-
å2xa 

, ði -åx'j ðx'k ' ðx'j 

Substituting the form obtained from (3.14) 

• • 

åxc T7 a 
'k l1 bc' 

T싫=H% + ;土1 (δ;rzk+δ~r~j) 

:into (3.2) , then the equation (3.2) of the paths is reduced to 
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브헐+IIjk ’ 1 
dxk 2 a dXk dxi ‘ 

+ --「rreι‘----- -「-- = O 
“‘ as 

If we take the parameter p such that 

(3, 17) 
2 

n+1 
r~ 좌t ak"'::':d;-s- -

썼
 -
짧i
잉
 

-
1. e. , p= le 

dp 

then the equation of paths is reduced to 

(3. 18) 쩍쌓 +m.-깅깐L 
Il dp 

dxk a 

dp v 

where p is invariant for the projective transformation, but not for the coordinate 

transformat!on [4l. In fact, in the coordinate system, we put the equation of 

the paths 

브깜누 + H(1깊즈;f 
JIl dp' 

dxk ( 
행， '-u 

Substituting (3. 16) into this and comparing with (3. 18) , then we obtain the 

relation 

(3.19) p'=cp+m. 

where c and m are arbitrary constants. 

~ 4. The conformaI Transformations 

For two metric manifolds with torsion of which metrics are gij and gij we 

call that they are conformal, if there is the relation 

(4. 1) 흥ij = e2
(! g ij" 

In this section, we will investigate about the relations of conformality between 
the Riemannian manifold and the metric manifold with torsion. 

From (1. 9) , if we put 
l 

(4. 2) Ljkl t = Ljkt • l-Ljl z’ k+Ljk s!'st' -Lj/Ls/, 

then (1. 9) is reduced to 

(4. 3) E',,, =R’ +L ’ jkl- H jkl" LJ ikl • 
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transformable, manifolds are conformally 

where 

We well know that when the metric 

the conformal curvature tensor Cjkl is invariant [3] , 

1 .-, [야Rjk-δZRjj+g샤R~-gjjRZ] 

+ / ，문 • .-,\- (g δh-gb성)， (n-l)(n-2) \l5 jrk I5 jk 

C싫=R싫+ 4) (4. 

we obtain the form (4. 4) , substituting (4.3) into and (1. 8) , (1. 7) From 

C싫=C(E)%k-C(P싫， 5) (4. 

(δ7Eik δZEjj + gjkE7 - gjjEZ) 

1 " (δ?Ltk-δZLij + gjk다-gjjLZ) 

+. / f n、 (gij캡-gj웹)， 

+JIf;;=5γ (g셔야짧~)， 

1 
n-2 

C (L)tik = Lzjkh + 

C(E)싫 =E7jk+ 6) 

where 

(4. 

L=gtJLzj L"=L,,.h ij-""jjh E=gtlEij; , Etj=E?jh, 

for the metric manifolds with torsion the conformal invariant 

when C~;b=O， the metric manifold be conjjk 

then we get the theorem: 

Since, 

and consequently, 
tensor is represened by (4. 5). 

formally flat [3], 

The necessary and sufficient condition that the metric manifold μlith: 

torsion be conformally flat is that 

THEOREM 

C(E)싫=C(L)Zk 7) ( 4. 

with rcspect to 냥 we get differentiating (4.1) Next, 

+20, kgtl ” 
ågjj 

åxk 

”v 。
“갱

 

” 
-k 

-g 
rq 

‘
꺼U
 -/ 
/L 

this is reduced to and because of (1.1), 

호sjElks + glSZJ강 = e
2U 

(g sjg;k + g isE:ik + 20', kg j)' 

we get (4. 1), Since from 
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jl _ n -211 ,.jl 강 =e _ ... g .l •• ‘ 

Multiplying above form by this and summing for j , we obtain 

(4. 8) Ejk+g，n강jmE앓 =E삼 +gtngj~앓 +2전(J， k' 

and contracting fôr i and j , we get 

(4. 9) (J, k=강(많-E~k). 

lf we substitute this into (4.8) , then we have the invariant quantities for the 
conformal transformation, i. e. , they are 

(4. 10) 용c;k=향+gtngj~앓-종δ;챔k’ 

and if we put Cjk the symmetric part of *C늄 in j and k , 1. e. , 

(4.11) C삼=T삼+웅gtn(gimE앓+gk~앓)-움(δ;앓+δ밟j)' 

then they are invariant too, but not the connection for the coordinate transfor

mation and for the coordinate transformation they are taken by the equation 

(4. 12) - axa /1/i -
끊，i V jk-

ò2xa 
, òi 

-‘ òx,jòx,k ‘ 8x/j; 

c
X새
 

[0

:
￠
 

+웅gof(&s짧1 òx,n ò2XS 

òJ 깊，nòX，k +gcs효./2 ox’” 
òx n 

òJ 
ò2

X
S 

òxnòx" • 

If we substitute (4. 11) in the equation (3.2) of paths, then the equation is 

reduced to 

d2x’ 
ds2 +C!‘갤 l'‘ as 

꺼xk + 
a 

.
야
 

9댄
%
 

dxk 

ds 
-cþ dx’ 

ds =0, 

where we have taken ψ to that 

(4. 13) ￠짧=gi낡 
everywhere on the paths. Taking the paramcter p such that 

(4. 14) 썼
 -
짧
-
생
 

- ds, p= 
2 T'a d~ 

7rEak ds 
-ψ )ds 
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then the equation of the paths is changed to 

(4. 15) d 2x’ · 셔x' ---+C’ -“ jk 
d~ 
dp =0. 

Hence we have the foIlowing theorem: 

THEOREM. For the conformal traηsformation， the qzμntities Cijk giνenby(4. 1l} 

are invariant z';η the metric manifold with torsion, tl1td zl we take the parame
ter p giveη by (4.14) , the equation of the paths is changed tð (4.15) and the para
ηzeter and the equation of the paths (4. 15) are invariant for the conformal transfor

mations. 

This parameter p is invariant for the conformal transformations. We wi11 
seek the relation of p for the coordinate transformations. 

In (4.12) , if we put 

1.. ::J 2"",t 

6;k=숭g1m￡tT갚슨'1. , 

then (4. 12) is reduced to 

(4. 16) 

(4.17) 
x 
-x 

꺼
꺼U
 -
〔
꺼U
 

= ·t 

샤
 

”
ν
 

i)2xa 

ßX'jßX'k 짧cgc +짧6싫+ ßx’ ,
IX'k V 5j. 

In the coordinate system (x') , wc put the equation of the paths 

서2，/i . 셔，/1 

쓰츠，. +C'μ걱스r 
dp ‘ I~ dp 

dX'k n 

, -v 

dp 

Substituting (4. 17) into this and making use of (4. 15) , we obtain the result 

l ~p. yθ양 흐즈:r di 
dp 

dxC 

dp 
dxa 

dp 
감강 
dp'2 ' 

where we put similarly to (4. 16) 

(4. 18) 
, 1 . ;)2ν'k 

6:;= 숭gorg/--슨 ” 
“ ‘ “ ßx'ßXC 

And putting 

(4. 19) 
'a òX's di dxC 

6sc b dp dp 
T"= 

ßx 

dxa , 

dp 
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then we get the differentiaI equation 

」f잊，=21:a 
dp 

앨 
dþ 

2 

’ , 

and soIving it 

(4.20) - f 1:odþ þ'= Je J '0"'1' dþ. 

Next, we seek the condition of the integrability of (4.17). 

Putting 

(4.21) 
!l òxa 
μi= ‘ ( 

then (4.17) is that 

aμ; 

ÒX'k 
=썩C/;k-쩍야C~c-썩껑6:k-μ짧(}~j" 

Differentiating with repect to x' , interchanging k and 1, subtracting these equa-
ò2μ.~ ò2μQ 

tions and making usc of the condition of the integrability ~ 'b 
~J '1-= ~ '1 ~ 

J 
'b

ÒX'k ÒX'I 
-

òx" ÒX'k ’ 

then we obtain 

μrc/;kl = 1깎￡u캄Caõcd + μ7끽 
ò(j:, (jfj .h ,,_ __ , 

“ --」F+C ’mk6i-C Lii짧) òx후 ex j 

a .. s 
-μ，'Uk 

86L /· /, 、 (• /dg; / … /… 

τ쑤+C%l웹-C ”l8;m)+ 찌μflτ최 I ~-， CJm rm 
ox - - - I 、 ax 

-μ쩍Uk(C~tθ;I + 8있(j;"，) + μ?ztZ씨 ( (j~(j;"‘ -(j성(j~m) • 

+ μtztf씨 (C;t(j사 + 텍"，(j않)， 

where 

%f1t -
νjkl-

‘“ ,‘ 
,J 

P
ν
 

r 
gU 

• 
a一C’ 1 + C~~C~.I-C역C' ‘ òxk -)1 ' - JIZ ηu -)‘ mlZ 

Multiplying this by 강 = 
ÒX'I 

òxa and contracting, it is reduced to 

*C/Gkl = 씬μ& 싹C&a + zt: 
Ò(j~l 
ÒX'k 

88[ι /. -... ι , - τ-/- + C 싸엠 - C ;$8;1ll 
ox 
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s 
-μ k 

òfJ:: ". ... , ’ ‘ 

퓨+CL，6셋-Cm6， 1+μf òx ‘ …‘ 。J Jt~"‘ ’ ‘ 

86L ,, /i 

aX갱-+c 싸6”-C 앓()~m 

-껑때(C~I()“+()싶6싸)+핵씨(()앙();m-()성야m)+ μf셔(C~I()샤+()넓짧). 

‘ and putting 

(4.22) 육C' "., = '*CI ;.，-홉CI 
[jk] - V jkl- V kjl' 

then we have the condition of the integrability. 1. e. 

(4.23) 
I R 

빠
 

‘ 

-
￥
 

서
 4 

끼
 

μ
 

+ 
이
 

·n 
v 

f F 

ν
 , 
。‘ μ

 

b

강1
 

서
 

ι
 
1 

+ (C;I()싫 +()~m()앓)껴 

-uS 6%l 
òx' 

+ (CL에j+6;m웹)썩 

Ò()5j 

ÒX'k 

Ò()~k 
òx" +Cμk몇-Cμ6싫 

Hence we have the theorem: 

THEOREM. 1η the metric ηzanzjold with torsion. a necessary aηd sufficient condi. 

tion that two systems of fíμηctz"ons cgc(x) aηd C fk(X) iη tlze coordinate systems 

(x) and (x) respectively give the same systems of paths. is that they satisfy the 

condi강on (4.23). 
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